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What do Japanese people eat on 
New Year’s  Eve?

The majority of Japanese people eat buckwheat noodles on 
new year’s eve.
Buckwheat noodles have been eaten for one thousand years.
Why are they eaten ? There are five reasons:
First, buckwheat noodles are very long and so people 
believe  them to symbolise long life.
Second, they are easy to cut. Therefore they can cut down 
any evil or bad things in this year. 
Third, they are a very healthy food. So after eating them,
people can welcome the new year with a healthy body.
Fourth, precious metal workers in ancient times used buckwheat 
powder to collect scattered gold fragments.
Fifth, 1000 years ago, the temple served buckwheat rice cakes as 
a new year’s treat for poor people. The following year, the citizens 
would have good fortune.



New year events and special dishes



Japanese people eat ” OSECHI” which is a New year treat  from 1st January to 3rd January .
Why is it eaten ? In the olden days , it was served to God. Each worshipper went  separately 
to the temple or shrine and would eat Osechi after offering it on the shrine. Therefore it 
was prepared in advance and put in a multi-tiered food box .
Additional. Thanks to OSECHI, women didn’t need to cook for three whole days.

Prawns = they symbolise long life

Black beans= ” mame” means a good worker in Japanese.

Tinned sardines= they provide good compost for a 
successful harvest.

Herring roes = many eggs ( roes ) make many children.

Rolled kelp stuffed with herrings = symbolise the spread 
of joy and happiness.

Lotus root =people can see the world through each hole.



Ozoni ( New Year’s Dish )
Japanese people eat “Ozoni” from 1st January to 
3rd January morning.
Ozoni soup is made from fish and kelp, rice cakes 
and cooked vegetables.
Ancient people believed that God’s soul is 
contained in the rice cakes at New year .
Rice cakes are white and round and they resemble 
the full moon.
In the Shinto religion, the moon is a symbol of  
God’s home.

Ozoni makes us replace and keeps us warm. 
People wish to be healthy during the coming year.



”Izushi” is made from malted rice and 
fermented salmon.
It’s the traditional dish eaten in 
Hokkaido.( Northern Japan )
This is one of my husband’s  favorite dishes.

This tin tea pot is one of my husband’s 
family heirlooms. 



After eating the New year 
breakfast, we go to a 
shrine for the first visit. 

People bring ceremonial bills, good 
luck charms which they bought in the 
previous year to burn them in 
purifying fire at a shrine.



Omamori (おまもり) is the Japanese amulet which commonly is sold 
at a shrine.
It is said that Shinto deities as well as Buddhist figures provide various forms 
of luck or protection.



Omikuji is a paper fortune ( good luck charm)
which we can get at many shrines and temples in Japan.
Many Japanese people draw omikuji to learn their fortune for 
the new year.
There are many different fortunes in omikuji
The best fortune is “Dai-Kichi” (Very good luck).
And the worst one is “Dai-Kyo”(Extremely bad luck).
I draw “Dai-Kichi” this year!

大吉→“Dai-Kichi”= Very good luck / Best luck
吉 →”Kichi” = Good luck
中吉→”Cyu-kichi” = Average good luck
小吉→”Syou-Kichi”= Average luck
半吉→”Han-Kichi”= Half luck / Fair luck
末吉→”Sue-Kichi “= Lucky in the end / Late good luck
凶 →”Kyo”= Bad luck / No luck
大凶→”Dai-Kyo”= Extremely bad luck



The majority of the people don’t 
take these paper fortunes home
because they believe, if they leave 
it at a shrine, their dreams will 
come true.
So many people tie them to a rope  
and leave them.
My wish is that the coronavirus 
pandemic will end as soon as 
possible.


